Summary: The modeling language ML-Rules allows specifying and simulating complex systems biology models at multiple levels of organization. The development of such simulation models involves a wide variety of simulation experiments and the replicability of generated simulation results requires suitable means for documenting simulation experiments. Embedded domainspecific languages, such as SESSL, cater to both requirements. With SESSL, the user can integrate diverse simulation experimentation methods and third-party software components into an executable, readable simulation experiment specification. A newly developed SESSL binding for ML-Rules exploits these features of SESSL, opening up new possibilities for executing and documenting simulation experiments with ML-Rules models. Availability and implementation: ML-Rules is implemented in Java, SESSL and its bindings are implemented in Scala. The source code is available under open-source licenses:
Introduction
Rule-based modeling languages are an established tool in systems biology (Faeder et al., 2005) . Several such languages have been developed, e.g. ML-Rules (Maus et al., 2011) and BNGL (Blinov et al., 2004) , and ongoing developments equip them with ever-increasing feature sets. For example, with the recently introduced functions on solutions in ML-Rules (Helms et al., 2017) complex expressions can be evaluated. Thus, elaborate behavior, such as the distribution of the contents of a cell during division, can be described and simulated.
To apply expressive modeling languages like ML-Rules in realworld simulation studies, modelers need to conduct simulation experiments of different types. For example, for a complex stochastic model, simulations might have to be run repeatedly to take the uncertainty of results into account, different experimental designs might be employed, and model parameters might be calibrated by simulation-based optimization. Thus, the diversity of simulation experiments and also their interplay with wet-lab results pose a significant challenge in simulation studies and model development (Carusi et al., 2012) . Existing methods to support simulation experiments in V C The Author 2017. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For Permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com systems biology, e.g. SED-ML (Waltemath et al., 2011) , often focus on specific experiment types. As a consequence, the documentation of the various simulations that have been essential in creating a model, and thus the reproducibility of these simulations is generally unsatisfactory, even though reproducibility has been identified as a major component of scientific progress (Matthews and Bressoud, 2015) .
When diverse simulation experimentation strategies play a role, the simulation description must be extremely flexible. Approaches that define rigid standards for simulation documentation (such as SED-ML) or provide GUIs to configure simulation experiments cannot cover unforeseen use cases. On the other hand, communication of simulation experiments requires readable simulation descriptions. Thus, simply encoding the simulation execution in a general purpose programming language is not a solution either.
The embedded domain-specific language SESSL provides an alternative way of specifying simulation experiments (Ewald and Uhrmacher, 2014) . Being based on Scala, simulation experiment specifications in SESSL can directly be executed, but are readable, due to the declarative style of the language. Users that are familiar with Scala can integrate custom features to conduct simulation experiments not already supported by SESSL. Invocations of arbitrary software can be integrated into SESSL specifications via bindings. New features are constantly added to SESSL. The current features include:
• simulation-based multi-objective optimization [via a binding for Opt4J (Lukasiewycz et al., 2011) ]
Latin Hypercube sampling (Mckay et al., 2000) , central composite design) • meta-modeling via linear regression • replication criteria (such as maximal relative width of a confidence interval of simulation output) • structured output of simulation results to CSV files • bindings for different simulation packages (e.g. SBMLSim, see Ewald and Uhrmacher, 2014 for details) In simulation experiments, SESSL invokes a simulation package via a binding and might combine it with invocations of other experimental methods. To utilize SESSL's features for the latest version of the modeling language ML-Rules, we present a SESSL binding for ML-Rules.
ML-Rules
ML-Rules is a rule-based modeling language for dynamically nested biochemical reaction networks (Maus et al., 2011) . A comprehensive ML-Rules tutorial can be found in Helms et al. (2014) .
The state of an ML-Rules model is defined by a multi-set of nested and attributed entities. A multi-set of entities is called a solution. For example, when modeling an endocytosis model, a solution could look as follows:
representing ten cells, each containing five endosomes and one nucleus as well as 100 particles (P) next to the cells. Each endosome contains one particle and each nucleus contains ten particles. Due to dynamic nesting, the structure of such a solution can change over time, e.g. through destruction or creation of endosomes. Further, attributed entities can be used for refinement, e.g. to describe the volume of cells.
The behavior of a system is described by rule patterns, which are matched during runtime using the current state of the system to compute the system's reaction network. Rule patterns can comprise multiple hierarchical levels, e.g. enabling the modeler to describe shuttling processes as well as upward and downward causation. For example, referring to the endocytosis example, a rule pattern describing the shuttling of a particle into a new endosome within a cell could be defined in ML-Rules as follows:
The variable s? binds to the entire content of the cell. Therefore, the existing content of a cell is not affected by this rule pattern.
In contrast to various rule-based modeling languages for biochemical reaction networks, e.g. BNGL (Blinov et al., 2004) or Kappa (Danos and Laneve, 2004) , the reaction network of an MLRules model can be dynamic, that is, reactions can become invalid or new reactions might be possible. An example for a more complex ML-Rules model can be found in the Supplementary Material.
The default ML-Rules simulation algorithm is based on the Direct Method of the stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) (Gillespie, 1977) . To improve the performance of ML-Rules simulations, we developed further simulation algorithms pursuing different strategies (Helms et al., 2013 (Helms et al., , 2017 . Some algorithms are still exact and stochastic, but only applicable to subsets of ML-Rules models. For example, we developed a simulation algorithm (Static SSA) only applicable to ML-Rules models with a fixed reaction network. Further, we developed a combination of the default simulator and the static simulator (Advanced Static SSA). Another specialized simulation algorithm is explicitly suitable for models with many species bonds (Link SSA). Besides those exact simulation algorithms, we also developed approximate algorithms: based on s-leaping (Gillespie, 2001; Helms et al., 2013) and based on a hybrid simulation with stochastic and deterministic aspects (Elf and Ehrenberg, 2004; Helms et al., 2017) . In contrast to the exact SSA, s-leaping performs 'leaps' along the time line executing many reactions simultaneously. Hybrid simulation algorithms partition the set of reactions to a set that is simulated deterministically by numerical integration methods and a set that is simulated stochastically by SSAs.
The SESSL binding for ML-Rules
The SESSL binding for ML-Rules adds an easy-to-use interface for running simulations with the new simulation algorithms. This user interface allows for efficiently performing simulation studies by exploiting the asynchronous, parallelized simulation interface of the ML-Rules package to execute replications simultaneously. Figure 1 shows how SESSL and ML-Rules interact when running a simple simulation experiment. More complex examples for simulation experiments with SESSL and ML-Rules, e.g. an optimization experiment, can be found in the Supplementary Material.
The ML-Rules simulation algorithm to be used can be selected and, if it has parameters, configured in the SESSL specification. The concrete choice of parameters for the algorithms highly depends on the model to simulate. By using SESSL, the configuration of all parameters offered by the algorithm is denoted in the experiment specification.
Further, the new binding allows specifying what output of MLRules simulation shall be recorded and then subsequently collects the according data from each simulation run. Most simulation experiments rely on counting specific entities of the model state, e.g., the total number of particles in all existing nuclei. The SESSL binding for ML-Rules supports such observations by offering a succinct syntax for the description of entities to count, taking into account the multilevel characteristics of models. For example, the command observe("nucP" $ "Cell/Nucleus/P") would observe the number of particle entities in the nuclei of all cells and store the count in a variable nucP in SESSL for later processing or output. By using the wildcard *, the observation commands can flexibly deal with nesting, e.g. the command observe("allP" $ "Cell/*/P") would observe the total number of particles inside cells and subcompartments of cells. Besides entity counts, we also implemented basic support for observing the distribution of attribute values of a species at different simulation time points. For example, if a cell is equipped with exactly one attribute describing its volume, the command observeAttribute("Cell", 0) specifies the observation of this attribute of all cells and thereby enables the user to observe the growth of cells, whereby attributes are accessed by their position in the attribute tuple of the species beginning with the index 0.
As the components of SESSL are only loosely coupled, collecting and combining the software artifacts is a central task for the execution of a simulation experiment. We use Apache Maven (https://maven.apa che.org/) to manage the interdependencies between different SESSL components as well as the dependencies to third-party software. Maven shares with SESSL a strong focus on portability and reproducibility. For example, all software artifacts employed in SESSL experiments are stored in Maven Central, a persistent artifact repository, which enables using identical software to repeat simulation experiments across machines and operating systems. Details on the dependency management with Maven can be found in the Supplementary Material.
Conclusion
The development of simulation models in systems biology is an intricate process that, besides wet-lab experimentation, involves executing a plethora of simulation experiments. With simulation models and simulation experiments in computational biology becoming more complex and diverse, more powerful simulation tools are needed. The new SESSL binding for ML-Rules provides flexible support for a multitude of simulation experiments. It enables a succinct and readable way to specify experiments and allows for the combination of ML-Rules with experimental methods from diverse thirdparty tools. Thus, the combination of SESSL and ML-Rules supports reproducible simulation experiments in systems biology in an accessible and flexible manner.
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Conflict of Interest: none declared. Fig. 1 . The interaction of SESSL and ML-Rules for a very simple example use case with an enzyme-substrate-product model. First, an experiment object gets created and executed. This triggers the SESSL core (1), which in turn invokes the ML-Rules simulation package via the binding (2). The simulation package reads in the model file (3) and executes the required simulation runs. In this example, four runs are executed (two replications of two model configurations). After each finished run, ML-Rules returns the observed simulation data to SESSL (4). Finally, the observed data are written to CSV files (5), which can be visualized with tools such as R. Note that in the experiment specification, the value of the model parameter k3 is overridden and the count of the species P is observed and saved as Product, which also controls the name of the column in the output files
